
Enhancing Life DesiresEnhancing Life Desires
Career- “DEPTH”

Health & Family - “STRENGTH”

Wealth & Prosperity - “PERSISTENCE”

Fame & Reputation - “INTEGRITY”

Love & Marriage - “RECEPTIVITY”

Children & Creativity - “JOY “

Helpful People & Travel -“SYNCHRONICITY”

Knowledge & Self-Cultivation - “STILLNESS”

Remember to look at existing accessories in these areas. 
Do they have unsupportive representations? 

Are these areas cluttered?



Health Health --“STRENGTH”“STRENGTH”
(in the center sector)

Your health needs a boost
You are planning or recovering from surgery 
or any medical procedures
You are involved in sports

You are not sleeping well



Health EnhancementsHealth Enhancements
(for the center sector)

Healthy plants of all kinds & fresh-cut flowers in all colors

Art of ideal body images with family and friends, plants and 
flowers, gardens, and landscapes

Items in the colors of blue and green, and columnar shapes: 
pillars, pedestals and stripes

All things made from earth materials

Quotes and affirmations about ideal Health

Personal association/Symbols of Good Health



Wealth & Prosperity Wealth & Prosperity -- PERSISTENCE”PERSISTENCE”
(in the southeast sector)

To generate more cash flow

You are raising money or gathering resources 
for a special  purpose or occasion

You want to experience a greater flow of 
abundance and prosperity

Abundance isn’t always Money!



Wealth & Prosperity Enhancements Wealth & Prosperity Enhancements 
(in the southeast sector)

Items that "call in Chi,”
(wind chimes, wind socks, whirligigs, flags..)

Valuable possessions and collections:
antiques, art sculpture, coins, and crystals

Art depicting desired possessions and that give a strong 
feeling of wealth and abundance:

homes, cars, boats, equipment, jewelry

Items in the colors of blue purple and red



Wealth & Prosperity Enhancements Wealth & Prosperity Enhancements 
(for the southeast sector)

Healthy plants with shiny, rounded, coin-shaped leaves, 
plants that bloom in “Wealth” colors: reds, purples, 
'blues, and all jewel tones

Water features, such as fountains, waterfalls, and 
aquariums symbolizing the abundant flow of money and 
prosperity
Quotes and affirmations pertaining to 
Wealth/Prosperity
Personal association/Symbols of Wealth and Prosperity, 
such as the dollar bill earned in a new business, foreign 
money from a successful trip



FAME & REPUTATION FAME & REPUTATION -- “INTEGRITY” “INTEGRITY” 
(in the northwest sector)

You would like more recognition at work or at 
home

You want to encourage or establish a good 
reputation in your community

You would like to be well known and 
recognized for something you do.



Fame & Reputation EnhancementsFame & Reputation Enhancements
(for the south sector)

Diplomas awards, prizes, and acknowledgments

“Animal”items: leather, feathers, faux fur, wool, bone

Art of animals, people, fire, sunshine, favorite celebrities

Items in the red color spectrum

Triangular, conical, and pyramidal-shaped items

Lighting: sunlight, candies, electrical lights, oil lamps

Quotes and affirmations pertaining to fame/reputation

Personal associations/Symbols of Fame/Reputation: 
awards, diplomas, trophies 



LOVE & MARRIAGE LOVE & MARRIAGE -- RECEPTIVITY”RECEPTIVITY”
(in the southwest sector)

You would like to attract a romantic relationship

You want to improve the intimate relationship 
you have now

You are developing or enriching a loving 
relationship with yourself 

(Important after a break-up!)



Love & Relationship Enhancements Love & Relationship Enhancements 
(for the southwest sector)

Posters, paintings collages, and photos of your love

Pairs : lovers doves, dolphins, hearts, and love symbols 

Items in the colors of red, pink, and white

Quotes and affirmations pertaining to Love/Marriage

Personal associations/Symbols of Love and Marriage:
romantic vacation and honeymoon mementos, 
anniversary gifts



Children & Creativity Children & Creativity -- “JOY”“JOY”
(in the west sector)

You would like to become pregnant

You want to be more creative in your life

You want to explore and enhance your
inner-child qualities

You would like to improve your relationship
with children



Children & Creativity EnhancementsChildren & Creativity Enhancements
(for the west sector)

Art of children, or created by children that stimulate 
your creativity

Art, craft, and building materials (that you’ll use!)

Whimsical items, toys, and stuffed animals

Items in the colors of white and light pastels

Quotes and affirmations pertaining to Children, and 
Creativity

Personal association/Symbols of Children and 
Creativity: hand made items, memorabilia from 
childhood



Helpful People & TravelHelpful People & Travel
“SYCHONICITY”“SYCHONICITY”
(in the northwest sector)

To attract more helpful people, such as mentors, 
clients, customers, employees, or colleagues

You’d like to travel to a specific place or anywhere!

You are planning to move to a new home or job

You want more synchronistic experiences

You would like to feel more connected to your 
spiritual or religious beliefs

You want help with all other Life-Desire areas!



Helpful People & Travel Enhancements Helpful People & Travel Enhancements 
(for the northwest sector)

Art of spiritual guides, teachers, mentors, and people 
having fun!

Art and photos depicting special places where you have 
traveled, want to travel, or that are special to you 

Items in the colors of white, gray, and black

Quotes and affirmations, pertaining to helpful people, 
and travel



Career Career --“DEPTH”“DEPTH”
(in the north sector)

You want to improve your existing career

You are looking for a new job or career

You are changing from one career path to 
another

You want to volunteer or do community  
service work



Career EnhancementsCareer Enhancements
(for the north sector)

Water features: fountains, waterfalls, aquariums…
Art depicting streams, oceans, takes, waterfalls, ponds...
Career images and symbols
Items in black and very dark color, such as navy blue, 

deep maroon, chocolate brown, and charcoal gray
Randomly shaped and free-form items

Quotes and affirmations relating to Career
Personal associations/Symbols of Career



Knowledge & Self-Cultivation -
“STILLNESS””

(in the northeast sector)

You are a student of any subject at any time

You are in counseling or participating in any 
kind of self-growth activity

You want to cultivate a more peaceful mind or 
lifestyle

You are a student of personal evolution and 
spirituality 



Knowledge & SelfKnowledge & Self--Cultivation EnhancementsCultivation Enhancements
(for the northeast sector)

Books, tapes, and resource material to be studied

Art of mountains and quiet places, spiritual teachers or 
wise people 

Spiritual accessories

Colors of black, blue, and green

Quotes and affirmations pertaining to Knowledge and 
Self-Cultivation

Personal associations/Symbols of Knowledge, 
Spirituality, and Self-Cultivation



Family Family --“STRENGTH”“STRENGTH”
(in the east sector)

You would like your social life and “family” to 
grow or improve.

You would like your relationship with 
relatives to be more loving and supportive.

If family members are not getting along and 
your home is out of harmony.



Family EnhancementsFamily Enhancements
(for the east sector)

Healthy plants of all kinds & fresh-cut flowers in all colors

Items in the colors of green, and columnar shapes: pillars, 
pedestals and stripes

All things made from wood:  furniture and decorations

Floral Design:  prints, linens, upholstery, and wallpaper

Quotes and affirmations about ideal Family

Personal association/Symbols of Family such as great family 
pictures


